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■ Introduction

In this notebook it is proved that HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]] = ACLOSURE. This is analogous to a previously established formula for UCLOSURE. For that case the proof used the idempotence of the function symbol Uclosure[x]. In the proof that Uclosure is idempotent, a choice function was used, whose construction depends crucially on the fact that the inverse of the function BIGCUP is a thin relation. Unfortunately this argument does not carry over to the case of Aclosure[x] because the inverse of BIGCAP is not thin. It is not known at present whether the function symbol Aclosure is idempotent or not. The function ACLOSURE, however, is known to be idempotent, from which it is shown below that Aclosure is idempotent for the special case of sets. It turns out that this special case suffices for the proof of the formula for HULL[fix-ACLOSURE]].

■ Idempotence of Aclosure for the special case of sets.

A useful membership rule:

\[
\text{member[pair}[x, y], \text{composite}[z, \text{ACLOSURE}]] \quad \text{// AssertTest}
\]

\[
\text{member[pair}[x, y], \text{composite}[z, \text{ACLOSURE}]] =
\quad \text{and}[\text{member}[x, V], \text{member}[y, V], \text{member}[\text{pair}[\text{Aclosure}[x], y], z]]
\]

\[
\text{member[pair}[x, y], \text{composite}[z, \text{ACLOSURE}]] :=
\quad \text{and}[\text{member}[x, V], \text{member}[y, V], \text{member}[\text{pair}[\text{Aclosure}[x], y], z]]
\]

The idempotence of Aclosure for sets is:
Map[implies[member[x, V], #]] &, SubstTest[member, pair[x, y], composite[z, ACLOSURE], {y -> Aclosure[x], z -> ACLOSURE}]] // Reverse

or[equal[Aclosure[x], Aclosure[Aclosure[x]]], not[member[x, V]]] == True

or[equal[Aclosure[x_], Aclosure[Aclosure[x_]]], not[member[x_, V]]] := True

This result is weaker than the corresponding result for Uclos u r e; in that case one does not need the hypothesis member[x, V]. The following corollary is needed later.

Map[not, SubstTest[and, p, implies[p, q], {p -> member[x, V], q -> equal[Aclosure[x], Aclosure[Aclosure[x]]]]]] // Reverse

or[not[equal[Aclosure[x], Aclosure[Aclosure[x]]]], not[member[x, V]]] == not[member[x, V]]

or[not[equal[Aclosure[x_], Aclosure[Aclosure[x_]]]], not[member[x_, V]]] := not[member[x, V]]

hereditary closure lemma

Map[class[x, #]] &, SubstTest[implies, and[subclass[x, y], member[y, z], member[x, image[inverse[S], z]], {y -> Aclosure[x], z -> fix[ACLOSURE]]}]

image[inverse[S], fix[ACLOSURE]] == V

image[inverse[S], fix[ACLOSURE]] := V

one direction

SubstTest[implies, member[u, v], subclass[A[v], u], {u -> Aclosure[x], v -> intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]}]

or[not[member[x, V]]], subclass[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x]]] == True

or[not[member[x_, V]]], subclass[A[intersection[y, image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x]]], y -> fix[ACLOSURE]] // Reverse

fix[composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]] == V

fix[composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]] := V

monotonicity of ACLOSURE

union[composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE], complement[S]] // Renormality

union[complement[S], composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE]] == V
union[complement[S], composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE]] := V

SubstTest[equal, V, union[complement[x], y],
{x -> S, y -> composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE]]] // Reverse
subclass[S, composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE]] == True

subclass[S, composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE]] := True

Various corollaries can be obtained:

SubstTest[implies, subclass[u, v], subclass[composite[w, u], composite[w, v]],
{u -> S, v -> composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE], w -> ACLOSURE}]
subclass[composite[ACLOSURE, S], composite[S, ACLOSURE]] == True

subclass[composite[ACLOSURE, S], composite[S, ACLOSURE]] := True

SubstTest[implies, subclass[u, v], subclass[composite[u, w], composite[v, w]],
{u -> S, v -> composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S, ACLOSURE], w -> inverse[ACLOSURE]}]
subclass[composite[S, inverse[ACLOSURE]], composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S]] == True

subclass[composite[S, inverse[ACLOSURE]], composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], S]] := True

SubstTest[implies, subclass[u, v], subclass[composite[u, z], composite[v, z]],
{u -> composite[ACLOSURE, S], v -> composite[S, ACLOSURE], z -> ACLOSURE}]
subclass[composite[ACLOSURE, S, ACLOSURE], composite[S, ACLOSURE]] == True

subclass[composite[ACLOSURE, S, ACLOSURE], composite[S, ACLOSURE]] := True

**going in the other direction**

ImageComp[ACLOSURE, inverse[ACLOSURE], x] // Reverse
image[ACLOSURE, image[inverse[ACLOSURE], x]] == intersection[x, fix[ACLOSURE]]

image[ACLOSURE, image[inverse[ACLOSURE], x_]] := intersection[x, fix[ACLOSURE]]

Map[not, SubstTest[and, implies[p1, p3], implies[p2, p4], implies[and[p3, p4], p5],
not[implies[and[p1, p2], p3]],
{p1 -> member[y, fix[ACLOSURE]], p2 -> subclass[x, y], p3 -> equal[Aclosure[y], y], p4 -> subclass[Aclosure[x], Aclosure[y]], p5 -> subclass[Aclosure[x], y]]}
or[not[equal[y, Aclosure[y]]], not[member[y, V]],
not[subclass[x, y]], subclass[Aclosure[x], y]] == True

or[not[equal[y_, Aclosure[y_]]], not[member[y_, V]],
not[subclass[x_, y_]], subclass[Aclosure[x_], y_]] := True

implies[member[y, intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]],
subclass[Aclosure[x], y]]

True
SubstTest[class, y, implies[member[y, z], subclass[w, y]],
    {z -> intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]], w -> Aclosure[x]}] // Reverse
union[complement[fix[ACLOSURE]],
    complement[image[S, singleton[x]]], image[S, singleton[Aclosure[x]]]] == V
union[complement[fix[ACLOSURE]],
    complement[image[S, singleton[x_]]], image[S, singleton[Aclosure[x_]]]] := V
SubstTest[equal, V, union[complement[u], v],
    {u -> intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]],
    v -> image[S, singleton[Aclosure[x]]]}] // Reverse
subclass[Aclosure[x_], A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]]] == True
subclass[Aclosure[x_], A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x_]]]]] := True
Map[impliessubclass[
    A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x], #] &,
    SubstTest[and, subclass[u, v], subclass[v, u],
    {u -> A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]],
    v -> Aclosure[x]}]] // Reverse
or[equal[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x]],
    not[subclass[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x]]]] == True
or[equal[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x_]]]], Aclosure[x_]],
    not[subclass[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x_]]]], Aclosure[x_]]]] := True
Map[not, SubstTest[and, implies[p1, p2], implies[p2, p4],
    not[implies[p1, p4]],
    {p1 -> member[x, V],
    p2 -> subclass[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x]],
    p3 -> subclass[Aclosure[x],
    A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]]],
    p4 -> equal[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]],
    Aclosure[x]]}]]
or[equal[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x]]]], Aclosure[x]],
    not[member[x, V]]] == True
or[equal[A[intersection[fix[ACLOSURE], image[S, singleton[x_]]]], Aclosure[x_]],
    not[member[x_, V]]] := True

**final steps**

implies[member[x, V],
    member[x, fix[composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]]]] // AssertTest
or[member[pair[x, x], composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]],
    not[member[x, V]]] == True
or[member[pair[x_, x_], composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]],
    not[member[x_, V]]] := True
fix[composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]] // Renormality
fix[composite[inverse[ACLOSURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSURE]]]] == V
fix[composite[inverse[ACLOSEURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]]] := V

SubstTest[implies, subclass[u, v], subclass[composite[w, u], composite[w, v]],
   {u -> Id, v -> composite[inverse[ACLOSEURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]], w -> ACLOSEURE}]
subclass[ACLOSEURE, HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]] == True

subclass[ACLOSEURE, HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]] := True

SubstTest[implies, subclass[u, v], subclass[composite[u, w], composite[v, w]],
   {u -> Id, v -> composite[inverse[ACLOSEURE], HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]],
   w -> inverse[HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]]]]
subclass[HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]], ACLOSEURE] == True

subclass[HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]], ACLOSEURE] := True

SubstTest[and, subclass[u, v], subclass[v, u],
   {u -> HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]], v -> ACLOSEURE} // Reverse
equal[ACLOSEURE, HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]]] == True

HULL[fix[ACLOSEURE]] := ACLOSEURE